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From Sky to Sea: a Woman’s Transition from Commercial Pilot
to Offshore Sailor

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/from-sky-to-sea-a-womans-transition-from-commercial-pilot-
to-offshore-sailor/

Have you ever thought of yourself as the kind of woman who would prefer to take the road less traveled?
Well, I did. Although, I never thought in a million years that road would turn out to be the sea.

As I was turning 35, I had a major life-changing decision to make. Stay in my current career as a
commercial pilot, at which I had worked extremely hard to accomplish where I was, or leave it all behind
to sail around the world with my new partner. Well, that was the hardest decision I’ve ever had to make. I
was not a sailor, I was a pilot. I loved being on the water; I even flew float planes. However, my idea of
being on the water was being on one of my friend’s fancy yachts, and cruising over to the Gulf Islands
for the weekend to party. Sailing, no way! I liked going 300 knots, not 3 knots. And all that work of
hoisting sails and hauling lines sounded slow and painful. And then I met a guy, and yep, fell in love with
a sailor, and  this sailor had a beautiful sailboat. So what was a girl to do? As much as I loved flying, I
loved the idea of a grand adventure even more. But how does one leave the only life she has ever known,
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give up her career, independence, friends, and comfortable land living? So, I thought about the things that
I knew for sure. I knew that I did not want a regular, suburban life; I wanted to dance to my own
drumbeat and I wanted to share my life with the sailor. I just did not know if I could be a sailor myself
and embrace all that the full time sailing lifestyle entailed.

After about three months of serious thought, and weighing all the pros and cons (oh … and our great, 3
week summer sailing trip to Desolation Sound and the Broughtons in British Columbia), I decided I was
going to do it. Flying was somewhat of a stressful life, and not working sounded much less stressful. And,
of course, this new life would be the living of a dream … leaving it all behind and sailing off into the
sunset. Luckily for me, my learning curve into sailing was gentle, since I had a lot of background
experience to bring to the table. However, learning how to sail a 47ft steel boat is kind of like learning
how to fly a Boeing 737 instead of a Cessna 150! After eight years of sailing, I am still learning new
things everyday; experience only comes with time. Of course, the only way to figure out whether you
have the right aptitude for sailing is to get out there and do it. And over the course of time, living ‘the
dream’ and shaping my new reality, I found my niche in my unconventional lifestyle.

We departed Vancouver the following year, in September, 2011, with our Waterline Cutter all outfitted to
sail offshore. I was as ready mentally as I was ever going to be. I was young, carefree and in love, and
ready for my new adventure. I had never sailed offshore before, so I really did not know what to expect
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and, I gotta say, sometimes ignorance is bliss. It is not like I had not done my homework. I went to a few
offshore sailing seminars, I read a few books, I talked to a number of experienced people, and I took a
highly recommended anti seasickness medication before we departed that morning from Neah Bay, our
last stop before heading out to sea. But as we rounded Cape Flattery in Northwest Washington State, and
those giant ocean rollers hit me, coming all the way from Japan, I was done for. It only took one big
roller, and I was as sick as a dog!

And that is how I stayed for the duration of the trip, down the Washington and Oregon coast to San
Francisco. I particularly remember getting up to use the head, and as I was trying to steady myself in the
doorway of our cabin, as the boat was rocking and rolling in 40 knot winds and 10 foot seas, I thought to
myself: “I gave up my career for this?! I hate this!”

Needless to say, sailing from Vancouver and the US Pacific Northwest to San Francisco is probably not
the easiest cruise to start out on, but it is the only way to get to Mexico. So, as we crossed under the
Golden Gate Bridge in dense fog (but smooth seas), I started to perk up but realized that, with no help
from myself, the first mate, we had made it to our first big destination, I had a mix of feelings. Luckily for
us, out of the 4 of us on board, I was the only one seasick. It also turned out that I had suffered an allergic
reaction to the anti seasickness meds I had taken, so it was a double whammy en route for me. I could not
get out of bed for five days. But, I survived and I did not jump ship and fly home. I was determined to see
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it through for a while longer, since giving up was never an option for me. I was just praying to any God
out there, that it was going to get better.

Well, I am very happy to say that it did get better, a lot better. As we went further south along the
California coast, the seas were calmer. We were not as far offshore and the winds and waves were more
favourable to my poor tummy. In San Diego, we spent a couple of weeks doing some last minute
outfitting, and then we joined 180 boats in the two week Baja Ha Ha rally to Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico…..when the next, and real adventure began.

Learning to live aboard on a boat is no easy adjustment. Not only are you living on a constantly moving
floating home, you are living away from “home”, and your floating home is often in a foreign country.
Those of you who have spent lots of time in foreign countries…and I am not talking about fancy, all
inclusive resorts, which some never leave and think they have experienced a country…know what I am
referring to. I am talking about living in a totally different world without the comforts that one is use to.
Having said all that, well, that is just part of living the adventure and experiencing a whole new way of
life.

Reading books about sailing around the world, or however far you plan to go, is very helpful in
preparation for this transition. But, like everything else in life, you learn as you go, and you learn what
works for you. Most sailors you will meet will be a husband and wife team, or some combination thereof.
You have to work as a true team to make the sailing venture work like a well-oiled machine. Whatever
your role may be on board your boat, you will learn that role very well over time. I learned how to run my
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galley like it’s my kingdom. I’ve learned what foods do not have to take up precious room in your
refrigerator and can last forever in your cupboards. I’ve learned that all fruits and vegetables need to be
washed before they come aboard in case of bugs. I’ve learned that bay leaves will stop weevils from
living in your flour and all cardboard should be removed before it comes on board, since little bugs will
be living in places you’ve never expected. I’ve learned that finding the foods you are used to buying on a
regular basis back home, is a thing of the past. Selection is no longer your best friend. I’ve learned to
speak a new language, so I can ask for help when needed. I’ve learned that seasickness never went away
for me, but I can mange it with different types of over-the-counter meds.

 As it says, last sail before the veil….Costa Rica

Most of all, I’ve learned a million new things, and that has been spectacular. Lastly, I have learned that I
can live on a boat; I can live in foreign countries; I can be away from my friends and family for a long
period of time, and having no internet or TV from time to time means peace and quiet!

Like all major changes in one’s life, the trick is to find your own personal balance. Without balance in
your life, you are never at peace, because you are not living your happy medium. It took some time for
me, and for my husband and I as a couple, to find our happy medium (Yes, my sailor finally did make an
honest woman out of me). When we first moved on the boat, our plan was to live abroad year-round and
sail around the world until we were done sailing. Well, that sounded fine at the time, but reality for me
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was very different. When we first moved on board, and gave up our place in Vancouver (we were both in
transitions in our lives when we met, so we were both renting at the time), we lived aboard for one year
straight. Sorting out your life and figuring out what you want to keep and put in storage or get rid of
completely, is a very cleansing experience.

We moved on board in June, left in September on our journey, and by the following June, we had traveled
about 3,000 miles and had ended up in La Paz, Baja California, Mexico. That time of year in Mexico is
hot, really, really HOT! The idea of spending the summer in the sweltering heat with no AC was not
sounding fun at all. Especially when summers in Vancouver can be pretty spectacular. We also realized
that most of the other cruisers we had met were doing something we hadn’t really thought about yet.
They were finding somewhere safe and relatively inexpensive to put their boat for the summer, strip it all
down and leave it ready to handle any tropical storms that might pass through in their absence. So, that is
what we did. Putting the boat away for the summer is a lot of work…my least favourite job. You are
working in crazy heat and humidity in these lovely tropical countries. However, once it is all done, you
are on a plane to cooler temperatures and land life, and all those little comforts you have left behind. I
must say, after a year straight on the boat, I was so ready for my comfy land life. Bathtubs, cable TV, fast
Wifi, sushi for take out … and most of all, grocery shopping with variety and freshness.
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For the first three seasons, we pretty much had the same routine. We would sail for about 6 months at a
time, from around November till May, going further and further afield, and then find a good place to put
the boat away for the summer, and fly home to Vancouver.  My husband painted this great picture of how
each summer we could live somewhere different, and have variety of where we stayed … meaning we
could live anywhere we wanted, since we were not tied down to a home. The reality was, we always came
back to Vancouver, since that was home for us, and that is where our family and friends were. And like
most families, they are forever changing. Parents get older, step-daughters have children, and these things
draw you back. So renting a different a place every summer and then packing everything up and putting it
in storage was becoming tedious and no fun. I needed a home base. So, after a couple of years, we bought
a condo in downtown Vancouver, and I have to tell you it was the best thing we ever did. It is so much
easier to come home after a season of sailing, when you know where you are coming home to. Life
became simplified. I had found my balance. I had my great little condo in my awesome city, and then
after being home for 5 months or so, I was done with land life, had no packing up to do, and I was ready
to continue with my sailing adventures.
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We are nearing the end of our seventh sailing season now, and I must say, I have this lifestyle down to a
science. We have traveled over 10,000 miles, through ten different countries, and I hope we keep sailing
for another 10 years yet. There are many more countries to see, many more seas to cross, many more
friends to make, and many more sailing adventures to be had.
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 On route to San Andreas, Columbia…me at the helm, all 3 sails out, and I am not seasick!

For all of you out there wondering if you can make the transition to following seas, fair winds and the odd
storm or two, the only way you can find out if this lifestyle is for you, is to get out there and find your
happy balance.

About The Author

Tricia Nash

Kuyima - Waterline 47

After 15 years of flying the friendly skies, Tricia ventured into offshore sailing and now spends at least
half of each year cruising with her husband Steve on Kuyima, their cutter rigged Waterline 47. Starting in
2011, their travels have taken them down the coast from Vancouver to Pacific Mexico, all of Central
America, through the Panama Canal, and up the western Caribbean to Florida and the Bahamas. Future
cruising plans include Cuba, the eastern Caribbean, Columbia and then crossing to the Mediterranean.
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With the annual summer arrival of hurricanes, humidity and hot, rainy weather, the boat is safely secured
in a marina and summers are spent in The Pacific Northwest where Tricia and her husband run SeaRoom
Yachting and Sailing School, which specializes in advanced power and sail training and offshore
preparation. 

_______________________________________________
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Our Six Top Spots in Patagonia

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/our-six-top-spots-in-patagonia/

We had always planned to sail to Europe. I had dreams of going to the opera in Vienna and Ravenna; re-
visiting galleries in Venice and Sienna; relishing wines in Portofino and Riomaggiore, and playing
Albeniz’s piano works in Almeria and Malaga. Larry yearned to return to the Spanish coast, which he’d
sailed years before in Traversay (the 1st!) and the opportunity to spend a winter tied up in London (his
birthplace) at St. Katharine Docks.

But take care … spending too much time in the wilderness can damage your best-laid circumnavigational
cruising plans! We were recovering in Buenos Aires from our arduous trips through Antarctica, the
Falklands and South Georgia in the winter of 2008, and just waiting for the chance to head over to
Europe. But something had happened to change both of us. We’d stayed too long in Patagonia and would
just have to go back.

This was not new. The same bug had hit us in 2002. At that time, we had very reluctantly left the warm,
lovely island of Kauai in Hawaii and headed north. I was especially sad, because I remembered leaving
from the same beautiful spot – Hanalei Bay – in 1994, and I realized that bikini weather was going to be
over for me for a long time to come.  We would be going into some ugly seas. Previously, we had at least
had our home and friends in Vancouver to look forward to. This time, after suffering through the North
Pacific, we would probably end up isolated – and definitely cold – in Alaska.

We sailed past Kodiak and directly into the fantastic scenery of Nuka Fjord. It was so warm the day we
arrived, I again donned the bikini (I’ve since given up that type of behaviour!). We celebrated Larry’s
birthday in a wilderness anchorage and served salmon in the cockpit. A bear swam by looking
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somewhat too interested. He then clambered ashore, stood on the bank and shook himself off – just like a
dog – with the glistening sheets of water streaking from his shiny coat. Soon afterwards, he disappeared
up into the dense green forest. We were both enchanted at being alone in such a beautiful wilderness and
in our own little home!

So in 2003, we actually avoided Hawaii and headed directly to South-Central Alaska from the Strait of
Juan de Fuca. We’ve re-visited that coast many times since.

After a very brief consultation, in 2008 we postponed our travel to Europe and again opted for more
Wilderness Experiences. It was a lucky choice, because otherwise we never would have cruised the
Argentinian coast and we would have missed two of our ‘Top 6’ Patagonian anchorages.

 Our top 6 anchorages in Patagonia

How did we choose these six anchorages out of the 60+ beautiful anchorages we’ve enjoyed in
Patagonian South America? After we’d narrowed our choices down to only six, we realized they shared
compelling characteristics. Of course they were beautiful, safe to anchor in, truly untouched wilderness
areas, with access to walking into the surrounding area and (for us) offered excellent scuba opportunities.
They could not lack more than one of these parameters to qualify.

So here they are in order:
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1. Estero Coloane – Brazo Suroeste, Chile

 Number One: Estero Coloane

It’s surrounded by high mountains and has a number of glaciers. We were totally alone there for a week
over Christmas and New Year’s in 2008-9, and it is beautiful both in sunny and gloomy weather. You
can ascend up to the ‘heights’ in any direction and the photography opportunities are stupendous from all
perspectives. We didn’t go diving there because the water was very cold, and with the freshwater glacial
run-off, the marine animals would have been limited.
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 Estero Coloane – High mountains and glaciers
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 Estero Coloan Flowers

The anchorage is untouched by humans, but – embarrassingly – Castor Canadiensis has made his
irreversible mark on the environment. The only possible Chilean predator for the Great Canadian Beaver
(haven’t we heard that appellation somewhere in years past?) is the puma, which doesn’t live this far
south. So when you do climb upwards where you can look down from the esoteric far-away vistas, you
also see lakes surrounded by trees bearing very visible tooth-marks.
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 Coloane beavers at work

2. Caleta Olla, Chile – just off the Beagle Channel
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 Number Two: Caleta Olla

It again has spectacular scenery with a seemingly limitless panorama. The walking is very good, but that
energetic animal from Canada is also hard at work here, turning the shoreline into a swamp. When you
get up to the high country, you get beautiful views of the Beagle Channel and the Hollandia glacier, with
guanacos grazing and condors soaring high above you. We didn’t dive here either. We need to have steep
rock walls in close proximity to the anchored boat to have a good dive.
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 Olla and Hollandia glacier
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 Caleta Olla

3. Caleta Brecknock, Chile
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 Larry walked high above the anchorage to take this incredible shot of our boat tucked into the stark
mountainous terrain.

We had some wonderful dives and took photos to show the contrasts among the mountains and clouds,
with their grays, blues and blacks, “The Shriek” style trees and the vivid and beautiful sea-life in the
waters below. The winds are so strong this far southwest that the trees have a tortured look (which would
have appealed to Klimt) but they seemingly do not appeal to the normally hyper-active castor.

The reason the saltwater animals in the Pacific NW, Chile and Argentina are so colourful is that they
reflect the opposite colours of the rainbow to the blue spectrum, and thus become invisible to their
predators in the underwater light. It’s a good survival strategy and terrific for scuba-diving humans, who
are tired of the rain and low visibility above ground. Larry uses a strong light (separate from the camera)
to catch these magnificent colours.

While we were anchored, Ben appeared and tied his boat, Philos, alongside Traversay. We socialized
with the BBC crew he had aboard, and he showed us some ‘mud maps’ of Antarctica, which inspired us
to get over there to see it for ourselves.

4. Puerto Profundo Chile
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 Number Four: Puerto Profundo

This turned out to be our very favourite dive site. Larry took over 300 excellent, high-resolution,
underwater photos. The scenery of the mountainous and glaciated terrain of the mainland was very
special. It wasn’t the best place for going ashore, but it had a number of inland passageways that you
could safely explore by dinghy. This is especially fine if you are ‘locked in’ for a length of time due to
unfavourable weather. The twisted scraggly trees are also safe from the beaver population in this location.
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 Profundo anemone

5. Caleta Horno, Argentina
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 Number Five: Caleta Horno

We were forced to wait here until the date our insurance would take effect further south. But we were not
unhappy – it’s a fantastic, and very different anchorage! Commerson’s dolphins escorted us in, and we
met up (briefly) with some lovely young folks in a small charter boat, who were hosting a group of
Argentinian marine biologists doing a wildlife survey.
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 Commerson dolphin
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 Argentinian Marine Biologists

There was only one suitable anchoring point and because the rocks are very rough, we had to tie up using
chains (ropes would have chafed through). But first we had to wait for high water and for our new friends
to unchain their boat before securing ours. Ashore you can see feral sheep, with their long, matted locks,
beautiful short-lived cactus flowers, and ancient middens from the time indigenous peoples lived here.
We had the place to ourselves for several weeks, and enjoyed some fantastic dives in the clear, cold
water.

 Cactus flowers

6. Puerto Hoppner, Argentina

Through a somewhat tortuous path, leaving little space between a rock and a hard place, (see photo) we
came to this oasis of peace. The water was so calm and reflective that we often show the anchorage photo
upside-down!
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 Number Six: Puerto Hoppner with narrow entry
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 Puerto Hoppner (right side up)

The flightless steamer ducks saw no reason to leave. The racket they make as they go through their
cleaning rituals and chase each other around the bay (throwing up water and sounding like small
motorboats) actually disturbs the peace. We climbed high in the hills and dove in the pristine waters.
While there, we were joined by a French couple, their guests and their daughter – Adelie – named for an
Antarctic penguin, which were numerous on their charter trips further south.
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 Steamer duck
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 Puerto Hoppner mountain view

So, amongst the many beautiful anchorages we’ve enjoyed during our three trips to Patagonia, these are
our favourites.

About The Author

Laurence Roberts and Mary Anne Unrau

Traversay III - Waterline 43', Cutter-rigged steel hull

Laurence and Mary Anne have sailed over 90,000 miles in the boat since her first launch. They have
crossed every meridian and reached latitudes from 65 S on the Antarctic Peninsula to 80 N at the
northwest tip of Spitsbergen. Ports of Call have included such diverse spots as Pitcairn, South Georgia,
Hamburg, Darwin and the Northwest Passage with lots of places between. 

In 2013 they sailed from St. Katharines Marina, London in late March and voyaged to Victoria, British
Columbia in October via south English ports, the Irish Sea, the Hebrides, Iceland, Greenland, the
Northwest Passage and Alaska.

Their most recent voyage started and ended from with a departure from the Causeway Marina, Victoria in
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mid-April 2014 in a North Pacific circuit with stops in Mexico, Hawaii, King Cove Alaska and a return to
Victoria heading south from a Canadian landfall in Prince Rupert. 

_______________________________________________
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Engine Starter Circuit

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/engine-starter-circuit/

A common calamity for which we often get requests for a service call is the engine failing to start or even
“turn over”.  Most of us are familiar with the low battery sound of an engine starter motor slowly turning
the engine over, but not quick enough to start the engine; some people may have even heard the
“clicking” sound from battery voltage so low that the starter motor does not even engage.  Traditional
starter circuits are relatively simple, and a basic understanding of the circuit may allow the operator the
ability to troubleshoot the circuit.

The “starter” consists of an electric motor powerful enough to turn the engine over and start it. Because
of the high amperage necessary to operate the motor, the engagement of the starter motor is accomplished
by a solenoid (usually attached to the motor) that allows a lower amperage to momentarily switch-circuit
to engage the starter motor. The high amperage cable will be connected to one side of the solenoid and
the other high amperage terminal of the solenoid will be connected to the starter motor.  There will be one
or two (two if the solenoid has an isolated ground) smaller terminal(s) on the solenoid that provide
electrical actuation for the solenoid.

The starter circuit logic follows this traditional format. Power is provided to the high amperage side of the
starter solenoid by a cable connected to the engine start battery switch. The starter battery switch will also
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provide power to the rest of the starter circuit, which may include an additional on/off switch (a.k.a.
ignition switch), but must include a momentary switch to operate the starter motor solenoid. When the
engine start battery switch is “on”, power should be present at the one side of the starter solenoid and at
one side of the momentary starter switch (possibly from “ignition” switch).  Pressing the momentary
starter button sends voltage to the starter solenoid actuation terminal, closing the contact of the solenoid,
and engaging the starter motor.

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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Kicking off BCA's 40th Anniversary Celebrations

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/kicking-off-bcas-40th-anniversary-celebrations/

2018 marks the 40th anniversary of the Bluewater Cruising Association, and there will be a number of
ways for members to celebrate that milestone, with commemorative events being planned by each chapter
and opportunities for individual members to share their stories about what BCA has meant to them over
the years (see article by Rosario Passos, Currents Managing Editor for details re sharing your story)

At the Board level, we kicked off the anniversary year with an evening event at the Vancouver Maritime
Museum on March 17.  The evening provided an opportunity for BCA’s Board of  Directors to pay
special tribute to those whose commitment to BCA over the years has helped ensure that the association
became and remains a vibrant, relevant organization dedicated to helping other members achieve their
cruising dreams.
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 Founding member, Brian Hatton, and Dionne Tremblay enjoying the archival display

Invited guests included Past Commodores, Ted Long lifetime members, Rudy Seifert Keeper of the Light
recipients as well as members who joined BCA while the association was in its infancy and who are still
active members today, current Board members and others active at either the Board or Chapter level.  We
were delighted that BCA’s former Administrator, Liz Gregory, was able to attend, as well as BCA
member, Ian Cameron, who agreed to be the official photographer at the event;  his photos grace this
article (the entire collection can be found here).
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 BCA Board of Directors and Board Reports, from L: Stephen Carlman, Astrid Weiss, Fred Baldwin,
Leslie Hansen, Donna Sassaman, Steven Dennis, Myrna Webster, Rosario Passos, Tony Roberts, Rudy
Witt

While there was no doubt in anyone’s mind that memories would be shared, favourite stories re-told (and
possibly embellished on!), and old friends re-connected and remembered, the evening far exceeded
expectation.  Thanks to Glenora Doherty, BCA Historian,there was a splendid display from BCA
archives, including photograph albums, Directories and hard-copy Currents from each decade that BCA
has been in existence, and even a BCA tie and gavel from early watch meetings!  These triggered lots of
comments from those who browsed through the collection and for those who are more recent members of
BCA they also provided great insight into BCA’s early years.
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 Past Commodore Blake Williams showing Jaqualine Roussin an edition of Currents from the 1990’s.

In keeping with the nautical theme, there was also an opportunity for guests to explore the St Roch
display at their leisure.
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 BCA member Toryn Sundstrom at the helm of the St Roch

The Helm

The Helm is the term used to describe the collective group of Past Commodores.  Since 1978, eighteen
people have served as BCA Commodore; their names can be found here, on page 17 in the 2018 Member
Directory and inscribed on the base of the Commodore’s Bell.  Of the eleven with whom we still have
contact, five were in country and able to attend.
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 BCA Past Commodores, from L: Blake Williams, Malcolm Wilkinson, Guylain Roy-Machabée, Glenora
Doherty and Jennifer Handley

Ted Long Award

Since 1992 when the award was established and presented to Ted Long, Vancouver Chapter Education
Watchkeeper extraordinaire, fourteen individuals have been recognized for their outstanding personal
contributions to BCA. And while their names are added to the Ted Long perpetual award, this occasion
provided the Board with an opportunity to present each of them with a personalized keepsake plaque.  In
addition to the member’s name and date of recognition, the plaque reads “… for outstanding personal
contribution to BCA … BCA is a much better organization as a result of your passion and
commitment.” As recipients of this prestigious award, Ted Long members are also granted the benefit of
lifetime membership (see page 17 of the Directory for the complete list).
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 Ted Long lifetime member recipients. From L to R: Guylain Roy-Machabée, Virginia Will, Myrna
Webster, Blake Williams, Dave Fukuhara holding the perpetual award, Rick Ellis, Glenora Doherty,
Marianne McLean, Cam McLean

Rudi Seifert Keeper of the Light Award

This is another BCA perpetual award that recognizes people who most often can be found working
quietly behind the scenes, volunteering their time and energy to a favourite project or aspect of BCA;
established in 2007 by then Commodore, Don Brown, there have been eight recipients, all of whom were
present.
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 Rudi Seifert Keeper of the Light award recipients; from L to R: Donna and Bill Sassaman, Linda Mitsui,
Rob Dodge, Iris Seifert (holding Rudi’s famous rum keg), Sally Holland, Cam and Marianne Maclean,
Eric Register

40th Anniversary Members

I am not sure if anyone knows for sure how many cruisers have joined BCA since the inaugural meeting
in April 1978, but it is worth noting and celebrating that a small, but distinguished number of those who
were deemed founding members or joined BCA during that first exciting year are still members of the
association. It was wonderful that a significant number were able to attend and add their voices to the
celebration.
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 Members celebrating their 40th anniversary with BCA; back row from L to R: Darcy and Malcolm
Wilkinson, Blake Williams, Jill Sydneysmith with son Robin, Dave Fukuhara, Barb Angel, Michael and
Laura Madsen. Front row, L to R: Jo Graham, Brian Hatton, Don Graham, Steve Tremblay, son of
founding members Fred and Sandra Tremblay

Chapter Celebrations

Looking ahead, scheduled 40th anniversary events at the Chapter level currently include:

Vancouver Island South Summer BBQ – Tuesday, June 12 at Canadian Sailing Forces
Association, Esquimalt
Vancouver Club Night Celebrating BCA’s 40th Anniversary – Wednesday, June 13 at Vancouver
Maritime Museum
Calgary Christmas Social and 40th Anniversary Party – Tuesday, December 4

All members are welcome to attend the events in any chapter;  please remember to Register/RSVP if you
plan to do so by clicking on the event listing above or by going to the BCA Community Calendar. Watch
for additional events in the coming months.
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 Keeper of the Light: awarded to Sally Holland in 2009

 

 

 

 

 

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.
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Overcoming Seasickness by Habituation On Land

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/overcoming-seasickness-by-habituation-on-land/

During the spring of 2017, I crewed in weekly races in Deep Cove, Collingwood Channel and Round
Bowen, but never felt seasick.

In preparation for 2017 VICE, I thought about beating seasickness without drugs by exposing myself to
motion on land that triggers motion sickness in me. The idea was that I could build up a resistance.
Swinging on a park swing makes me a bit nauseous, so early one morning I gave it a go.  I got a bit
queasy, but not very much. Next morning I came prepared with a book and my glasses to simulate
reading in the back seat of a car, or on a chart table below deck. After  swinging about a minute with the
book right in front of my face, I felt extremely uncomfortable as in, “Call the helicopter NOW!”

I built a swing at home and continued to try to build up my resistance to nausea. It was hard to balance
while reading and swinging, but I could manage. Swinging twice a day, I quickly built my tolerance up to
twenty minutes each session. I would stop if I became uncomfortable, an option not open to someone out
on a boat. One captain explained that, when you go below, seasickness is caused by the conflict between
the motion your ears tell your brain is happening and the lack of motion your eyes see. So it helps to close
your eyes.
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Early on in my trials, I swapped reading with closing my eyes, but it was worse. A literature review
confirmed my findings and mentioned that closing your eyes is the worst thing you can do. Another trial
involved taping a page from a book inside a lampshade to totally block all peripheral vision, like when
you are below deck reading. After about 9 days, I could swing 20 minutes or longer, either reading or
with my eyes closed. I hoped to do this for several weeks and that I would be able to maintain my sea legs
while sailing in VICE.

 Shopping for a lampshade at the thrift shop.

The sailboat I crewed on, Blackdragon, did not complete the VICE (Vancouver Island Sailing
Experience) sail. A rough start in the Juan de Fuca Strait gave everyone on board a few twinges of
nausea. I felt OK, even when the skipper asked me to check the multiple bilge pumps below.

At the 2017 Vancouver Boat Show, Chris Stanmore-Major, of Spartan Ocean Racing, stated that
seasickness is  caused totally by the power of suggestion and that ginger is a cure. You can buy ginger
pills at a pharmacy. Ginger may work for some people, but I believe it would be cruel to impose this view
and deny medication to someone who is physically seasick.

You can pay to take seasickness habituation sessions. You sit in rotating chairs, in rooms with vertical
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lines painted on the walls, moving your head and bending from side to side (Puma Method to Prevent
Motion Sickness). One article states that the period of oscillation that most often causes seasickness is 0.5
Hz. This translates to a 2 second cycle, similar to most swings when counting back and forth as one cycle.
However, the effort to habituate in this manner may not be efficient. My literature review indicates that
some seasickness drugs slightly delay habituation. Also, according to Davis Pharmacy in North
Vancouver, the Transderm seasickness patch targets a different part of the brain than habituation
exercises to block the development of nausea.

In addition to the threat of seasickness, we battled against cold during the July VICE. While sailing
against the wind and current in the Juan de Fuca Strait, we bundled up in multiple layers and still got
cold! A pilothouse seemed like a very attractive solution to the cold, but of course that would require a
larger boat!

If you are interested in learning more about seasickness, a Google search using “Close eyes seasick” and
“Swing trials seasick” as key words will return a few interesting articles.

Does This Seasick Pill Work For Me?

So, it may be worth it for you to test yourself on a swing, while reading a book that blocks as much
peripheral vision as possible. You could buy some higher power reading glasses from a Dollar Store so
you will have the book closer to your face, blocking more peripheral vision. If you get nauseous, you
have an opportunity not only to see if you can habituate to motion on land, but also to try various seasick
pills on the swing, where you can “abandon ship” without consequence. It is important that the
scopolamine patch be tried on land anyway, to see if you get psychotic episodes as a side effect, as some
people do. The swing test may help you determine efficacy and side effects. (If you look up Wikipedia on
“antihistamine”, it says second generation antihistamines cause less sedation.)

If you do several other drug trials, you may get your “sea-legs”  through habituation, giving a false
positive to a pill. Do another trial after the drug has been eliminated from your system to see if you are
still sensitive to motion. I have done this myself and it works. We have all heard stories of people finding
out the hard way whether or not they succumb to seasickness, sometimes selling their boat after years of
dreaming and preparation for their offshore adventures. A seasickness drug trial ahead of cutting the lines
may be worth a try.

Cover Image: Taken circa 1869. No known copyright restrictions.

About The Author

Tom Hoskins

 - 

I have crewed in races around Vancouver for 20 years, being first in division around Bowen once. I was
Park Warden in the Broken Group in the 80's and RCM SAR in Deep Cove until 2014. In the 90's I
visited many Vancouver Island and Mainland cruising destinations by kayak.

I joined BCA and Fleet planning on learning and getting a suitable boat. In 2017, I crewed on
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Blackdragon for VICE but missed out as we waited for boat parts ordered while we were in Victoria and
Port Renfrew.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Report: May 2018

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-may-2018/

The May meeting of the Vancouver Fleet was held on May 29 at the Scottish Cultural Centre.

Show and Tell included a GPS dongle that would work with OpenCPN. After a considerable amount of
difficulty Cameron managed to get the BU 353 S4 to work with Windows 10. Janet McKeown showed us
the surgical glue that can replace stitches. Also shown was a hookah from SeaBreathe that provides air on
a dive down to 25 feet.

Norm Cooper spoke to us on passage planning and communications at sea. He showed us essential
planning books and routing software. One can replace a bundle of pilot charts with pilot charting
software. He explained how to use it on an actual cruise.

He suggested using web based email and described the different methods of communication – SSB,
Iridium Sat phone, Iridium Go, inReach SE, with an emphasis on SailMail. This included downloading
Grib files and how to use them in Nav Software.
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The next meeting of the Fleet is the Fleet and Watchkeepers’s barbecue at Spruce Harbour Marina on
June 26. All BCA Watchkeepers and members of all Fleets are invited. Details will be sent out to the
chapters closer to the date.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.
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WDFW Invasive Species Prevention Permits Required for Out of
State Recreational Vessels

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/wdfw-invasive-species-prevention-permits-required-for-out-of-
state-recreational-vessels/

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) now requires operators of certain aircraft and
watercraft, as well as commercial transporters of specified vessel types, to purchase permits to help the
department’s efforts in preventing the spread of aquatic invasive species (AIS).  Those required to buy
the new AIS prevention permit include:

Out-of-state recreational registered boaters
Seaplane operators
Commercial transporters of watercraft

The permit is valid for one year from its activation date and is available for purchase online.

Funds generated from the $24 fee support the department’s efforts to keep Washington’s waters free of
aquatic invasive species and manage infestations when prevention fails. Permit sales are expected to
generate approximately $412,000USD annually in revenue by 2021.

Step-by-Step Process for Purchasing Online AIS Permit ($24USD)

1. Go to wdfw.wa.gov and at the top of the page, hover on the “Licensing & Permits” tab
2. The first item  under that tab is “Online Licensing Sales”– Click this tab
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3. Click on the box in the middle of the page “Shop for products that don’t require a customer
account”

4. On the “Product Categories” page, click on the one labeled “Other”
5. “Add” the AIS Permit for your applicable category (Commercial Transporter, Non-Resident

Registered Vessel, Seaplane)
6. Check out

Photo credit: Dave Britton (http://www.invadingspecies.com/zebra-quagga-mussels/#bwg45/152)
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Swiftharbour App for Visitor Moorage

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/swiftharbour-app-for-visitor-moorage/

Looking for visitor moorage?  There’s an App for that.

April is always a good time to start planning your summer boating and there is a new app that makes
booking visitor moorage easier than ever.  Swift Harbour, from Yachting’s Best Media, allows you to
save your boat information in the app so as soon as you choose a marina, you receive the price based on
your boat length and time of year.  It includes an option to request shore power and there is even a
“Special Request” field where you can ask for things like a port side tie or stern-in moorage. Swift
Harbour also includes a marina map to take the guesswork out of finding your slip.

If you aren’t sure where to stay, the interactive map will show you all available marinas and anchorages.
Using full Navionics integration, navigation has never been easier.  The descriptions include local
knowledge, fun things to do, a Wikipedia Article and dinghy landing spots.

One of the coolest benefits of this app is the Boater Messenger, which allows marinas to send messages to
any boat staying with them.  Information such as an electronic moorage agreement, a welcome package
with WiFi details or a list of amenities, a quick update on marina construction or an invitation to an
impromptu dock party.
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The App is free and is currently only available for iProducts.  Bookings can be made on-line through the
website at www.swiftharbour.com.

About The Author

Melissa “Missy” Gervais

As You Wish - Bayliner Avanti 34

Missy is a local cruiser in the Pacific Northwest and writes a blog called missygoesboating.com that looks
at “everything cool for women who boat”. She also writes for a number of boating magazines and has a
feature column called “Missy Recommends” with Waggoner on-line. She has been working with Jeff
Cote at Pacific Yacht Systems for the past seven years.
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BCA 2018 Member Directory has arrived!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/bca-2018-member-directory-has-arrived/

The 2018 edition of the Bluewater Cruising Association (BCA) Member Directory is arriving in the
mailboxes of members from Vancouver Island to Calgary and beyond – have you received yours?

The Member Directory is a great way to learn more about BCA, meet the 2018 Watchkeepers and Board
of Directors, and most importantly to connect with other BCA members. You may choose to keep your
copy on your boat so that when you pull in to an anchorage and see another vessel proudly flying the
BCA burgee, you can look them up in your Member Directory and connect with new friends!

Also included in the Member Directory is a helpful article on “How to Navigate
www.bluewatercruising.org” by Jean Baillargeon that can assist you in getting the most from the website,
including editing your profile, signing up for courses and events, and being part of the online community
by participating in BCA forums.

In order to keep the directory up to date, if you experience a change over the year, such as a new name,
new boat… please update your information on the BCA website, My Profile, Manager Profile; or email
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your changes to Vimmy Dhillon.

If you have not received your Directory by May 11, 2018 but believe you should have, please email
Vimmy, our BCA Administrator at admin@bluewatercruising.org to ensure your membership is up to
date.

The Member Directory is published thank to the efforts of many, including our returning Directory
Coordinator, Rhonda Schuller, and new Coordinator, Bob Wheeldon, as well as many more including
Guylain Roy-Machabee, Peter Masteron, Jennifer Handley, Donna Sassaman, Vimmy Dhillon and Linda
Mitsui. If you are interested in volunteering with a passionate group of talented individuals, please see
your local Watchkeepers at the next Club Night in your area.

About The Author

Katrina Barnes

Miss Zelda - 

Katrina currently sails the waters from Puget Sound to Desolation Sound with her husband Spencer, with
aspirations to voyage further on continued adventures!

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Cruising Experience (VICE) 2018 Edition

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-cruising-experience-vice-2018-edition/

There is no preparation for going offshore quite like being offshore. You can do this by joining VICE
(Vancouver Island Cruising Experience).

Each year, a number of BCA vessels from all three chapters get together online to plan a multi-day
offshore trip, usually in late June/early July. They wait for a weather window off the west coast of
Vancouver Island before sailing out to sea. The idea is to leave in reasonable weather that is similar to
what you will be experiencing on your offshore voyage.

The boats head out into the Pacific (generally west) for two or three days sailing, towards a selected GPS
destination, before turning back. This shakedown cruise will give you a chance to test your boat and
yourselves – cooking, eating, sleeping, using offshore systems, communicating and keeping watch at sea
– the skills you will need when you leave on your real voyage. VICE also gives you the opportunity to
practice manoeuvres like heaving to and deploying a drogue or storm anchor – best practiced before
Mother Nature puts you to the test!

Boats that participate in VICE may be looking for crew. This is a golden opportunity for boatless
dreamers to experience life on board, prior to buying and equipping a boat.

VICE 2018 starts with boats gathering in Ucluelet on or prior to June 22, where we will enjoy a
presentation from the Coastguard. We will depart on June 23 for an offshore point approximately 100nm
from our starting point, and sail out and back in an effort to experience a proper taste of going offshore.
Our destination (GPS coordinates) will be finalized a bit closer to the time, depending on forecasted
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weather.

If you are interesting in learning more about VICE, reading past reports from cruisers who have
tried it out, or want to sign up (or put your name down as crew), please visit the VICE Group link, 
here. (You must be logged in to the BCA website to view.)

_______________________________________________
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Annual Peterson Cup Cruising Rally: Cruising the Salish Sea

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/annual-peterson-cup-cruising-rally-cruising-the-salish-sea/

Mark your calendar! Time to cast off the bowlines and and sign up for the annual Peterson Cup Cruising
Rally which takes place this year from Saturday, July 28 to Thursday, August 2.

All BCA members are invited to this unique and fun sailing event in memory of Past Commodore, Lex
Peterson, whose legacy is “do it and get out there, BCA sailors, while you still can!”  For those who are
unsure what this annual cruising rally is all about, here it is:

First and foremost, a cruising rally for those who are looking for some great local sailing and fun
this summer
Voyage-friendly for anyone of any gender; sailors, single-handers, female skippers, power
boaters, and everyone in-between, be they old, young, with or without kids, Dreamers, Doers and
Doners!
All about fostering seamanship and friendship for people with an active interest in “inshore”
cruising
A reflection of BCA’s values: Community, Sharing, Adventure, Inspiration
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 Great sailing across the
Salish Sea

Where and When

Once again, the waters, islands, nooks and crannies of the Salish Sea will be the backdrop (playground)
for this year’s rally.

Ken Christie will head up the Peterson Cup fleet which will gather as per tradition in Mark Bay, off
Protection Island, Nanaimo, on Saturday, July 28.  The Dinghy Dock Pub on Protection Island will be the
first official meeting place, at 1600h, and the Fleet will then set sail on Sunday morning, its first
destination having been agreed to during a voyage planning activity the previous evening.

The rally officially ends on Thursday, August 2  – just in time for everyone to head to Port Browning on
Friday for the start of the annual BC Day weekend rendezvous.  Rally participants will all have a chance
to win (and trade) fun prizes, the highlight being the awarding of the coveted Peterson Cup, which will be
presented at the Rendezvous.

For more information and to register, click here.
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